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Let GF(q) be the Galois Þeld of order q"ph, and let m53 be an integer. An
explicit formula for the number of GF(qm)-rational points of the Fermat curve
Xn#‰n#Zn"0 is given when n divides (qm!1)/(q!1) and p is suƒciently large
with respect to (qm!1)/(n (q!1)). ( 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The Fermat curve Xn#‰n#Zn"0, deÞned over the algebraic closure of
a Þnite Þeld GF(q), q"ph and p prime, and the problem of determining the
number N
q
of its GF(q)-rational points have been considered in several
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circumstances, in connection with coding theory, cyclotomy, graph colour-
ings, and WaringÕs problems, among others. The Þrst result goes back to
Hasse and Davenport, who gave a lower and an upper bound for N
q
by
proving that
DN
q
!(q#1) D4(n!1)(n!2)Jq ,
which is actually a special case of the Riemann hypothesis for curves over
Þnite Þelds proved by A. Weil. An excellent account of results on N
q
which
were known in 1984 is given in Section 3 of the monograph [12]; see also the
book of Small [16, Chap. 7]. More recently, Garcia, Hefez, Kakuta, and
Voloch used the Sto‹ hr—Voloch method [17] to obtain improvements on the
upper bound for N
q
; see [6, 8]. Nevertheless, the exact value of N
q
is only
known for few special cases; see [10, 11, 20].
From results due to Faircloth [4] (see also [6, p. 353]) it follows that each
Fermat curve over GF(q2) with q,!1 (mod n) attains the Hasse—Daven-
port upper bound, and hence its number of GF(q2)-rational points is equal to
q2#1#(n!1)(n!2)q. This is not true for Fermat curves over GF(qm),
m53, with qm~1#2#q,!1 (mod n). It is possible, however, to com-
pute the number N
qm
of their GF(qm)-rational points provided that p is
suƒciently large with respect to (qm~1#2#q#1)/n. The formula is given
in the following theorem.
THEOREM 1.1. If q"ph, N"(qm!1)/(q!1), n divides N, and d denotes
g.c.d.(N/n, t#1), then the number of GF(qm)-rational points of the Fermat
curve F : Xn#‰n#Zn"0 is equal to 3n#n2(q!2)#(d!1)(d!2) pro-
vided that
p’A
2
t‘1Jsin(nn/(2N))
#1B
(t~1)(N@n~d)
, (1)
where t is deÞned by q,t (modN/n) and 0(t(N/n.
We will show that Fermat curves satisfying the above condition n DN are
strongly related to cyclic point sets )
n
of size N/n in PG(m!1, q): once all
intersection numbers of lines with )
n
are determined, a simple explicit
formula gives the number N
qm
of GF(qm)-rational points of the Fermat curve
Xn#‰n#Zn"0 with n DN. In the geometrically simplest case the intersec-
tion numbers are 0, 1, 2, d with d"g.c.d. (q#1, N/n) and if d’2 then
through each point on )
n
there is just one line meeting )
n
in exactly d points.
In Section 3 we show that this is actually the only possibility when p is as
large as in (1). In Section 4 we drop the condition (1), and discuss some special
cyclic point sets from which N
qm
can be computed for certain values of n.
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2. FERMAT CURVES AND CYCLIC SUBSETS
Let us Þx the ground Þeld GF(q) and a positive integer m. The aim of this
section is to establish a general connection between the number of GF(qm)-
rational points of the Fermat curve
F : Xn#‰n#Zn"0; n K
qm!1
q!1 (2)
and the intersection number of certain cyclic subsets of PG(m!1, q), the
projective space of dimension m!1 over GF(q). First of all recall the
deÞnition and some important properties of cyclic subsets.
Following Singer, the (m!1)-dimensional projective space PG(m!1, q)
over GF(q) can be represented by means of an algebraic extension GF(qm) of
GF(q): Points are non-zero elements of GF(qm) such that two elements x,
y3GF(qm) represent the same point of PG (m!1, q) if and only if x"jy for
some element j3GF(q). The point represented by x3GF(qm) will be de-
noted by (x). Choose a self-dual basis in GF(qm), regarded as a vector space
over GF(q). A scalar product with respect to such a basis is given by Tr(a, b)
where (a, b) is the natural scalar product and Tr(x)"x#xq#2#xqm~1 is
the trace function from GF(qm) into GF(q). Then the hyperplanes of
PG(m!1, q) are sets [u] where [u] :"M(x) Dx3GF(qm), Tr(ux)"0N, and
three points (x), (y), and (z) are collinear if and only if there exist j, k, o in
GF(q) such that jx#ky#oz"0. Given a primitive element u of GF(qm),
the map p : ui>ui‘1 turns out to be a linear collineation of PG(m!1, q):
Actually, p is a Singer cycle since it generates a linear collineation group
S which acts on the points of PG(m!1, q) as a sharply transitive permuta-
tion group.
From now on let k denote a non-trivial divisor of N"(qm!1)/(q!1), the
number of points of PG(m!1, q). Also, put n"N/k. For a primitive element
u of GF(qm), consider the point set
)
n
"Muin3GF(q)* D i"0, 1,2, k!1N
of PG(m!1, q). Observe that no point is repeated on )
n
since in,i@n
(modN) implies i,i@ (modN). Hence )
n
has size k. Moreover, )
n
is of Singer
type as it coincides with a point-orbit under pn.
Let us continue with an observation about ÔÔtrivialÕÕ solutions of the Fermat
equation.
LEMMA 2.1. „he Fermat curve F has exactly 3n points satisfying
X‰Z"0.
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Proof. If X"0, then ‰ZO0 and (‰/Z)n"!1. Since n divides
(qm!1)/(q!1), the equation ”n"c, c3GF(q) has precisely n solutions. j
There is an other type of GF(qm)-rational points, which always exist when
n divides (qm!1)/(q!1), namely the points for which Xn, ‰n, Zn3GF(q).
The next lemma counts these points.
LEMMA 2.2. „he Fermat curve F has exactly n2(q!2) points satisfying
X‰ZO0 and Xn, ‰n, Zn3GF(q).
Proof. Take such a point (X, ‰, 1). Since Xn#‰n#1"0, dividing the
equation by ‰nO0 we get (X/‰)n"!1!(1/‰)n. XO0 implies that
‰nO!1, hence the right hand side is a non-zero element of GF(q). For any
cO0, !1, c3GF(q) we can Þnd exactly n solutions of ‰n"c, and exactly
n solutions of (X/‰)n"!1!cO0. There are (q!2) values of c, hence the
number of such points is indeed n2 (q!2). j
DEFINITION 2.3. A solution (X, ‰, 1) of the Fermat equation will be called
non-standard, if X‰O0 and XnNGF(q).
The next proposition helps us count the number of non-standard solutions.
PROPOSITION 2.4. ‚et 1, x, y3)
n
be a collinear triple. Associated to this
triple there are exactly n2 non-standard GF(q)-rational points of F and
conversely, each non-standard GF(qm)-rational point comes from a collinear
triple in )
n
.
Proof. Suppose Þrst that uan, ubn and 1 are collinear. Then there are j, k,
l3GF(q) such that juan#kubn#l"0. Note that lO0 here, since l"0
would imply that uan and ubn represent the same point. Therefore, l"1 can
be assumed. Similarly, j and k are also non-zero. Note also that supposing
l"1, the coeƒcients j, k are uniquely determined. Indeed, subtracting the
two equations one would get again that uan and ubn represent the same point.
Put j"ulN, k"umN, 04l, m4q!1. The uniqueness of j and k guaran-
tees that l and m are also uniquely determined. Then, as is easily checked,
X"ulk‘a‘t (qm~1)@n, 04t4n!1 ‰"umk‘b‘u (qm~1)@n, 04u4n!1
are solutions of the Fermat equation.
The other direction is similar: let (X, ‰, 1) be a non-standard solution.
Then Xn"juan, where j3GF(q)* and 04a4k!1 are uniquely deter-
mined. Similarly, ‰n"kubn and the Fermat equation gives juan#
kubn#1"0, that is 1, uan and ubn are pairwise di⁄erent collinear points.
Di⁄erent solutions yield the same triple if the exponents a and b are the same.
In other words, this implies that Xn"aX@n and ‰n"b‰@n for the two
solutions (X, ‰, 1) and (X@, ‰@, 1). The Fermat equation for X, ‰ then gives
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juan#kubn#1"0, while for X@, ‰@ it gives (j/a)uan#(k/b)ubn#1"0.
Subtracting the two equations and using that the solutions were non-stan-
dard one gets a"b"1. This shows that (X, ‰, 1) and (X@, ‰@, 1) gives the
same collinear triple if and only if Xn"X@n and ‰n"‰@n; hence there are
indeed n2 solutions giving the same collinear triple. j
The previous results explain that the number of points on the Fermat curve
can be computed explicitly provided we know the intersection numbers of )
n
.
In this way, several results in Þnite geometry can be translated to theorems on
the number of points of the Fermat curve. To be more precise, the following
general theorem can be formulated, which is a direct consequence of the
previous lemmas and propositions.
THEOREM 2.5. ‚et ‚
1
,2,‚s (s"(qm~1!1)/(q!1)) be the lines through
the point represented by 1 in the cyclic model of PG (m!1, q). ‚et
(14)n
i
"D‚
i
W)
n
D. „hen the number of GF(qm)-rational points of the Fermat
curve F is equal to
3n#n2 (q!2)# s+
i/1
A
n
i
!1
2 B
Proof. The Þrst term comes from Lemma 2.1, the second from Lemma
2.2, while the last sum from Proposition 2.4. j
The simplest case is when there are no non-standard solutions: that is the
case of caps geometrically. A cap is a set of points no three of which are
collinear. As is well known, there has been a considerable work done on caps.
For results and an extensive bibliography, the reader is referred to [9]. The
question of determining caps of Singer type, i.e., values of n for which )
n
is
a cap, has received a positive answer in [18]; see also [13]. The following
theorems are just translations of results of Ebert, and bounds on caps.
COROLLARY 2.6. 1. If either q is a square, m is odd, and n"(Jqm!1)/
(Jq!1), or q is arbitrary, m is divisible by 4, and n"(qm@2!1)/(q!1), then
the number of GF(qm)-rational points of the Fermat curve F is equal to
3n#n2(q!2).
2. If q’2 and n divides (qm!1)/(q!1), but n((qm!1)/
((q!1)(qm~2#2)), then the Fermat curve F has more than 3n#n2(q!2)
GF(qm)-rational points.
Proof. Part 1 comes from a result of Ebert [3], using Proposition 2.5.
Ebert proved that in the case corresponding to the values in 1, the sets )
n
are
caps.
Part 2 depends on the fact that for k"(qm!1)/n(q!1), then no set of
k points in PG(m!1, 2) can be a cap. This is certainly the case when q’2
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and k’qm~2#2. For large qÕs, this bound has been improved, but we are
not giving further information here. The interested reader is referred to [9,
Chap. 27]. j
3. THE NUMBER OF SOLUTIONS OF THE FERMAT EQUATION
FOR SMALL N/n
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 1.1. According to Proposition
2.5 we need to determine the intersection numbers of )
n
in the case when
N/n"k is small compared to q. Intuitively, our result says that in this case )
n
is almost a cap. More precisely, there is just one line ‚
i
at 1 (see Theorem 2.5)
for which n
i
is greater than 2. Moreover, this n
i
is explicitly computed, it is
g.c.d. (q#1, k)"d.
The next proposition can be found in [18], and it will be our starting point.
PROPOSITION 3.1. „he points 1, x, y3)
n
are collinear if and only if
u
uq!1
u!1"v
vq!1
v!1
for u"xq~1, v"yq~1. Note also that uOv, and u, vO1, since the three points
are distinct. j
Using this, we are going to show that the points 1, x, y can never be
collinear, if k is small, and xdO1, where d"g.c.d. (k, q#1).
For a Þxed k, let t
1
,2, ts denote the residue classes which satisfy the
congruence (tm
i
!1)/(t
i
!1),0 (mod k). Since k D (qm!1)/(q!1), one of these
residue classes contains q. Let t denote its representative satisfying
0(t4k!1. Then xt"xq for every x3GF(qm)*, and the equation in
Proposition 3.1 becomes
g(x, y)"x (xt!1)/(x!1)!y(yt!1)/(y!1)
"xt#2#x!(yt#2#y)"0.
Since trivial solutions of (3.1) give no useful information on )
n
, we replace
g(x, y) by h (x, y)"g (x, y)/(x!y)"1#x#y#x2#xy#y2#2#
xt~1#2#yt~1, and also xk!1 by f (x)"xk~1#2#1. The poly-
nomial yk!1 will be replaced by (yk!1)/(yd!1), where d is the greatest
common divisor of k and t#1. We are now going to deduce that the system
of equations
h (x, y)"0, f (x)"0, f
1
(y)"yk!1
yd!1 (3)
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possesses no non-trivial solution over GF(qm). First this will be done for the
Þeld C of complex numbers. To investigate (3), elimination theory is used.
PROPOSITION 3.2. If g.c.d. (k, t)42 and d denote g.c.d.(k, t#1), then the
resultant R over C of the system (3) is a non-zero integer, and each prime divisor
of R is smaller than
A
2
t‘1Jsin(n/(2k))
#1B
(t~1)(k~d)
(4)
Proof. First of all note that the system (3) consists of polynomials having
only integer coeƒcients, so we can indeed work over C. For the same reason,
R is an integer. According to the classical elimination theory going back to
Sylvester, if R vanishes, then h (x, y), f (x), and f
1
(y) have a common root (x, y).
By way of contradiction, we may assume the existence of such x, y in C.
Step 1. Case x"y. We will show that if gk~1#2#g#1"0 for
a complex number g, then x"g cannot be a multiple root of g(x, g)3C[x].
Since h (1, 1)O0, we may assume gO1 and replace g(x, g) by
(xt‘1!x)!(x!1)(gt#2#g) (5)
If g was a multiple root of (5) viewed as a polynomial in the indeterminate x,
di⁄erentiation and substitution of x with g would yield (t#1)gt#2#
g#1. By DgD"1, we would get Dgt~1#2#g#1 D"t, which is not pos-
sible for gO1.
Step 2. Case x"!y. It is easy to check that then xO$1. Therefore, we
can go back from h(x, !x) to g(x, !x). An easy calculation shows that if
g(x, !x)"0 then either xt"1, t even, or xt‘1"1, t odd. From xk"1 we
get then xd"1, where either d"g.c.d.(k, t), or d"g.c.d.(k, t#1). Hence, by
our hypotheses, x"$1. But this contradicts what we have shown before.
For the rest of the proof it is convenient to write x in trigonometric form
x"cosu#i sinu, with u"2u
k
n, and u integer. By the formula [12, p. 36]
sinu#sin(u#u)#2#sin(u#vu)
" 1
sin(u/2)
sinAu#v
u
2B sin(v#1)
u
2
, (6)
cosu#cos(u#u)#2#cos(u#vu)
" 1
sin(u/2)
cosAu#v
u
2B sin(v#1)
u
2
, (7)
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For u"u, and v"t!1, we get
x#2#xt"sin t(u/2)
sin(u/2) Acos(t#1)
u
2
#i sin(t#1) u
2B , (8)
while for u"0, and v"t,
1#x#2#xt"sin(t#1)(u/2)
sin(u/2) Acos t
u
2
#i sin t u
2B, (9)
Similarly, y"cost#i sint, with t"2u{
k
n and u@ integer, and hence
y#2#yt"sin t(t/2)
sin(t/2) Acos(t#1)
t
2
#i sin(t#1) t
2B , (10)
1#y#2#yt"sin (t#1)(t/2)
sin(t/2) Acos t
t
2
#i sin t t
2B, (11)
From h (x, y)"0 it follows that xt#2#x#1"yt#2#y#1.
Step 3. Case xt#2#x#1"0, yt#2#y#1"0, or xt#2
#x"0, yt#2#y"0. Both x and y are non-trivial (t#1)-th roots of
unity. By f (x)"0 and f (y)"0, these are also non-trivial kth roots of unity.
As in Step 2, the hypothesis g.c.d. (k, t#1)42, leaves then only a few
possibilities, namely x"$1, y"$1, each of them has already been ruled
out before.
Similarly, from yt#2#y"0 we get yt"1. Since also yk"1, it
follows that y2"1 and x2"1. These possibilities have been ruled out in
Steps 1, 2.
Step 4. Case xt#2#x#1O0, yt#2#y#1O0, and xt#2
#xO0, yt#2#yO0. (8) and (10) imply that (t#1)(u!t)/2"an is
a multiple of n. Similarly, from (9) and (11), t(u!t)/2"bn follows. Sub-
tracting these two equations we see that (u!t)/2 is a multiple of n. This
means that x"y, which was ruled out in Step 1.
To prove (3.2), let r (y) denote the resultant of f (x) and h (x, y) with h (x, y)
regarded as a polynomial in the indeterminate x. r(y) is a polynomial of
degree (t!1)(k!1). Moreover, g3C is a root of r (y), if there is a m3C such
that h(m, g)"0 and f (m)"0. As we have already proved, this implies mOg.
Hence [(yt#2#y)!(mt#2#m)]/(g!m) is a factor of r (y). Since we
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have k!1 such complex numbers m, and the leading coeƒcient of r(y) is 1, it
follows
r (y)"k~1<
i/1
yt#2#y!(mt
i
#2#m)
y!m
i
, (12)
where m
1
,2, mk~1 are the roots of f (x)"0.
Now, R is given by the resultant of r(y), f
1
(y). Hence, if we put
h
i
(y)"yt#2#y!(mti#2m)
y!m .
and denote the resultant of h
i
(y) and f
1
(y) by R
i
(i"1,2, k!1), then we get
R"k~1<
i/1
R
i
. (13)
On the other hand, since both h
i
(y) and f
1
(y) are polynomials with leading
coeƒcient 1, and they have degree t!1 and k!d, respectively, R
i
is given by
the well-known formula
R
i
"<
u
<
v
(a
u
!b
v
),
where a
1
,2, at~1 and b1,2, bk~d denote the roots of hi (g) and f1(g), respec-
tively. Unfortunately, we are not able to compute a
j
. Nevertheless, we can
give an upper bound for the absolute value of a
j
. To do this, let us observe at
Þrst that each a
j
(14j4t!1) is also a root of
h
j
(y) (y!m
j
)(y!1)"yt‘1!(mt
j
#2#m
j
#1)y#mt
j
#2#m,
which can be written in the form
w
j
(g)"g( j)!a(j)
t
g#a( j)
t‘1
,
with
a(j)
t
"sin(t#1)(uj/2)
sinu
j
/2 Acos t
u
j
2
#i sin t uj
2 B, (14)
a(j)
t‘1
"sin t(uj/2)
sinu
j
/2 Acos(t#1)
u
j
2
#i sin(t#1) uj
2 B. (15)
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By virtue of well-known results (see Problem 21, p. 138 in [14]), we have then
Da
j
D42maxAtSK
sin(t#1) uj
2
sin(u
j
/2) K , t‘1SK
sint(u
j
/2)
sin(u
j
/2) KB ,
whence Da
j
D42/(sin(u
j
/2))1@(t‘1). In our case, u
j
3M2u
k
n; u"1,2, k!1N,
hence Dsin(u
j
/2) D5Dsin(n/(2k))D. Thus,
Da
j
D4 2
t‘1Jsin(n/(2k))
, for j"1,2, k!1.
Since Db
s
D"1, we obtain
DR
i
D"t~1<
j/1
k~d
<
s/1
Da
j
!b
s
D(t~1<
j/1
k~d
<
s/1
( Da
j
D#Db
s
D)4A
2
t‘1Jsin(n/(2k))
#1B
(t~1)(k~d)
.
By (13), (1) follows, and this completes the proof of Proposition 3.2. j
PROPOSITION 3.3. …ith the notation and conditions of „heorem 1.1, through
the point represented by 1 there is precisely one line intersecting )
n
in d points,
if d’2. All the other lines through 1 intersect )
n
in 1 or 2 points. If d42, then
)
n
is a cap.
Proof. Using Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 we are going to show that 1, x,
y3)
n
are never collinear if xd(q~1)O1. To do this, we have to consider the
system of equations (3) over GF(qm).
Suppose that q"ph and p is bigger than the expression in (1). Then g.c.d.
(N/n, t)"g.c.d.(N/n, q)"1. Now Proposition 3.2 gives that the resultant
R of the polynomials in (3) is non-zero in GF(qm), that is the three poly-
nomials do not have a common root in GF(qm). Using Proposition 3.1 this
means that 1, x, y3)
n
are never collinear if xd (q~1)O1. If xd (q~1)"1, then
x3GF(q2), since d(q!1) divides q2!1. Therefore the line joining 1 and x is
just GF(q2) and it contains precisely d points of )
n
, namely the points
satisfying xd(q~1)"1. j
4. FINAL REMARKS
For some special values of n Theorem 2.5 can be used to compute the
number of GF(qm)-rational points of the Fermat curve with equation
Xn#‰n#Zn"0 even if (1) is not satisÞed. Let m"3 and q be a square.
Then q2#q#1"(q#Jq#1)(q!Jq#1). Choose a divisor s of
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q!Jq#1 and put k"(q#Jq#1)s, n"(q!Jq#1)/s. The cyclic sub-
set )
n
is the union of s pairwise disjoint Baer subplanes (see [9, Chap. 4]).
Since each line belongs to at most one of the s subplanes, )
n
has only
s-secants and Jq#s-secants. Through the point represented by 1, the total
number of Jq#s-secants is Jq#s and the number of s-secants is
q#1!Jq!s. Using Theorem 2.5 it follows that the number of GF(qm)-
rational points of the Fermat curve Xn#‰n#Zn"0, n"(q!Jq#1)/s, is
equal to
3
q!Jq#1
s
#q!Jq#1)
2 (q!2)
s2
#(Jq#s)(Jq#s!1)(Jq#s!2)
2
#(q#1!Jq!s) (s!1)(s!2)
2
For some other values of n, similar results on the intersection numbers of
)
n
can be found in [2, 15] and the above computation gives the exact number
of points on the corresponding Fermat curve.
The present work has some connections with the investigation carried out
by Ke and Kiechle in [10] since both have their origin in Þnite geometry.
However, their results do not apply to our case. The reason is that the
circularity condition assumed by them is not consistent with out assumption
n DN, as the following argument shows. With out notation, a pair (qm, k) is
circular (as deÞned in [10]) if the multiplicative subgroup ’ satisÞes
D’a#bW’c#d D42
for all a, c3GF(q)*, b, d3GF(q) with ’aO’c or bOd. Ke and Kiechle
determined the number of solutions of the Fermat equation Xn#‰n#1"0
under the extra condition that (qm, (qm!1)/n) is circular. Now, let m53 and
n DN as in Theorem 1.1. Then (q!1) D (qm!1)/n and hence the subgroup
’ contains GF(q)*. For a"c"1, b"0, d"1 we have GF(q)*LGF(q)*
a#b WGF(q)*c#dL’a#bW’c#d. Thus (qm, (qm!1)/n) is not circu-
lar. This shows that Theorem 1.1 does not follow from the results given in
[10].
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